ICC RULES
FOR THE USE
OF DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL
TRADE TERMS

CBL Group among Top 10 Most Admired Companies of Sri Lanka
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ICC Sri Lanka Chairman Dinesh Weerakkody moderated the panel discussion. Others from left: Colombo Stock Exchange
Chairman Ray Abeywardena, BDO Partners Managing Director Sujeewa Rajapaksha, Securities Exchange Commission
(SEC) Director General Vajira Wijegunawardane, Central Bank Senior Deputy Governor Nandalal Weerasinghe, UNESCAP
Financing for Development Section, Macroeconomic Policy and Financing for Development Division Chief Dr. Tientip
Subhanij, AIA Insurance Lanka Plc CEO Nikhil Advani and Aitken Spence Holdings Director Dr. Rohan Fernando

Daily FT Editor Nisthar Cassim moderated the second panel discussion. Others from left: Nations Trust Bank Plc
Sustainability Manager Adheesha Perera, DFCC Bank Vice President Nalin Karunatileka, ICC Sri Lanka Secretary Shanil
Fernando, Macroeconomic Policy and Financing for Development Division Chief Dr. Tientip Subhanij, Colombo Stock
Exchange Research and New Products Head Nishantha Hewawitharana, Commercial Bank of Ceylon Investment Banking
Chief Manager Sushara Vidyasagara and Dilmah Conservation Head Shamodie Nanayakkara

ICC Sri Lanka sussessfully concludes
climate financing workshop

THE National Consultation on
I n n ov a t ive C l i m a t e F i n a n c e
Mechanisms for Financial
Institutions in Sri Lanka brought
together over 100 policymakers,
private business and financial sectors, international organisations
and other relevant stakeholders to
discuss pressing issues in promoting climate-resilient investment
from the private sector.
The national consultation was a
platform to gather feedback on the
project driven by ICC Sri Lanka
together with UNESCAP to establish the next modalities in fostering
climate finance for a sustainable
future. The full-day workshop was
held on 21 November at the Hilton
Colombo Residences.
The key objective of the regional
event is to strengthen implementation of the 2030 Agenda for the
Sustainable Development Goals in
Sri Lanka. The morning panel discussion was on establishing a clear
and detailed taxonomy for sustainable activities for lending purposes. The lack of a clear definition
of green and social projects makes
it difficult for banks, institutional
investors and other key stakeholders to identify eligible sustainable
projects and then allocate capital
towards these projects while measuring sustainable stocks, flows and
performance.
T he discussion was moderated by ICC Sri Lanka Chairman
Dinesh Weerakkody and included
Sri Lanka Central Bank Senior
De puty Gover nor Nandalal
We e r a s i n g h e ; U N E S C A P
F i n a n c i n g f o r D e ve l o p m e n t
Section, Macroeconomic Policy
and Financing for Development

German Ambassador in Colombo Jörn Rohde

D iv i s i o n C h i e f D r. T i e n t i p
Subhanij; Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) Director
General Vajira Wijegunawardane;
Colombo Stock Exchange
Chair man Ray Abeywardena;
A i t ke n S p e n c e H o l d i n g s P l c
Director Dr. Rohan Fer nando;
AIA Insurance Lanka Plc CEO
Nikhil Advani and BDO Partners
Managing Director Sujeewa
Rajapaksha.
The panel discussion was followed by an interactive session
involving the workshop’s participants.
One of the topics discussed at the
workshop was for there to be a minimum threshold of 5% for green
projects, similar to the threshold of
3% financial insitutions maintain
when lending to the agriculture
sector.
The workshop also included a
panel discussion on increasing
access to climate financing for Sri
Lankan organisations, the need
to scale up climate financing with
urgent collaboration through pub-

Central Bank Senior Deputy Governor
Dr. P. Nandalal Weerasinghe

lic-private partnerships, increasing capacity-building for climate
financing and improving awareness of the availability of green
funds.
Moderated by Daily FT Editor
Nisthar Cassim, the panel consisted of ICC Sri Lanka Secretary
Shanil Fer nando; Dilmah
Conservation Head Shamodie
Nanayakkara; Colombo Stock
Exchang e Research and New
Products Head Nishantha
Hewawitharana, DFCC Bank Plc
Vice President Nalin Karunatileka,

UNESCAP Financing for Development
Macroeconomic Policy and Financing
Chief Tientip Subhanij

Comme rc i a l B a n k o f C e y l o n
Plc Investment Banking Chief
Manager Sushara Vidyasagara
and Nations Trust Bank
Plc Sustainability Manager
Adheesha Perera.
The International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) is the world’s
largest business organisation representing more than 45 million
companies in over 100 countries.
The ICC’s core mission is to make
business work for everyone, every
day and everywhere. Through
a unique mix of advocacy, solu-

ICC Sri Lanka Secretary Shanil Fernando

tions and standard-setting, the
ICC promotes international trade,
responsible business conduct
and a global approach to regulation, in addition to providing
market-leading dispute resolution
services. Its members include
many of the world’s leading companies, SMEs, business associations and local chambers of commerce. The ICC was founded in
1919. The ICC has a per manent
seat as an observer of the UN,
the only private sector organisation to receive such an honour.

The Inter national Chamber of
Commerce Sri Lanka (ICCSL) is
the domestic chapter of the Parisbased ICC.
ICCSL was incorporated in 1955
and has been engaged in a wide
area of support for business for
member companies. They are the
only licensed authority to issue
ATA Carnet, which forms an integral part of its operations, and
also issue certificates of origin as
well as conducting professional
training.
Pix by Lasantha Kumara

Sustainability/Environment

Business needs to do more
for sustainable development

THE regional Conference
o n F i n a n c i n g I n c l u s ive a n d
Sustainable Development was
inaugurated in Dhaka by the
President of Bangladesh Md.
Abdul Hamid last week. Also present were the Minister of Foreign
Affairs Dr. A.K. Abdul Momen,
Minister of Finance A.H.M.
Mustafa Kamal. UN SecretaryGeneral António Guterres and
former UN Secretary-General Dr.
Ban Ki-moon also participated in
the Conference through video messages.
The Asia-Pacific Conference
on Financing for Inclusive and
Sustainable Development was
organised by the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP) and the Gover nment
of Bangladesh, in collaboration
with the International Chamber
of Commerce-Bangladesh and the
Asian Development Bank.
The Conference was organised to
mark the Centenary Celebration of
ICC world-over.
The International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC), the world business organisation, has today a
physical presence in more than
100 countries, ICC represents 45
million companies and more than
one billion workers worldwide.
Globally, one in every three workers depend on ICC Members for Discussion on the role of the International Chamber of Commerce in sustainable development. Private Industry and Investment Adviser to the Prime Minister of
Bangladesh Salman Fazlur Rahman chaired the panel
their livelihood.
ICC was founded
by inter national development financing approaches such as taxaDevelopment Goals efficiency of tax administrations.”
in 1919 in the after(SDGs) continue to
Many of the speakers at the con- agencies and multilateral develop- tion, capital markets, non-bank
math of the First
remain hugely under- ference highlighted that given the ment banks, like the World Bank financial schemes, climate finance,
Wo rl d Wa r, w h e n
funded.
considerable financing gaps in and ADB.
small business and supply chain
no world system of
U n i t e d N a t i o n s Asia and the Pacific, developing
financing, and fintech solutions.
rules governed trade,
U n d e r - S e c r e t a r y - countries would need to mobilise Chamber leadership
Chamber leaders at the
investment, finance
General
a n d additional financial resources by
The business leaders’ panel Conference pushed for strengthor commercial relaExecutive Secretary mobilising domestic resources, highlighted the urgent need to ening the financial system at both
tions. ICC’s founders,
of ESCAP Dr. Armida essentially by partnering with scale up investment and inter- regional and national levels by
referred to as ‘The
Salsiah Alisjahbana the private sector, and enhancing national development coopera- addressing the barriers that preMerchants of Peace,’
speaking at the inau- international development coop- tion to adequately finance the vent the free movement capital
acted on their conguration expressed eration.
2030 Ag enda for Sustainable towards sustainable development
viction that building
serious concern that
Financing the SDGs would also Development in the region. To and also leveraging opportunistronger trade relathe region is unlike- need unprecedented coordination achieve that they noted the urgent ties to increase investment in the
tions between nations
ly to achieve any of
and cooperation between the pub- need to strengthen and diversify SDGs.
would reduce the risk
the SDGs by 2030, lic and private sectors, facilitated capital flows, as well as innovative
They noted digitalisation can
of war and ar med
if no radical changconflict.
es are made soon.
ICC is the largest
UNESCAP estimates
and the only private
that developing counsector non-sovereign
By Dinesh tries in Asia and the
organisation, which
Weerakkody Pacific should invest
was granted the staan additional $1.5 triltus of a Per manent
lion per year, or 5%
Observer at the General Assembly of their combined GDP, to achieve
of the United Nations in December the SDGs by 2030. Today, ambition
2016.
is the only option in our region,
noted Dr. Alisjahbana.

Guest
Column

2030 agenda

The two-day conference highlighted the fact that sufficient
financing remains the greatest
challenge to effectively pursue the
UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, this was highlighted
several times over by many of the
speakers at the Conference.
Although interest in innovative financing and digital options
are growing among public and
p r ivat e s e c t o r s, i nve s t m e n t s
needed to achieve the Sustainable

BY MALEESHA GUNAWARDANA

also radically accelerate the pace
at which countries can mobilise
funds for sustainable development
and also improve the use of these
funds by enabling a better management of their social impact. They
also noted that by using sustainability-related data to progressively integrate environmental and
social risks into risk management
policies, financial institutions
could focus very much more on initiatives to address the environmental challenges societies face.

Way forward
Many of the conference participants noted that despite all the
efforts poverty in all its forms and
dimensions, particularly extreme
poverty, remains the greatest global challenge. It is an indispensable
requirement for sustainable development they noted.
Around the world, 815 million
people regularly go to bed hungry, while of the food produced in
the world for human consumption every year, around 1.3 billion
tonnes gets wasted. ‘What are we
doing to bridge this gap?’ they
asked.
A total of 800 government officials and representatives of international organisations, private
sector and civil society participated in the two-day Conference. The
Conference highlighted the urgent
need to build consensus and articulate the views of the region on
financing for development issues
through regular high-level regional consultation.
The Conference created a platform for sharing best practices
among the participants to focus
clinically on SDG funding but also
to focus on the key policy options
and interventions required at
global level to achieve the 2030 SDG
Agenda, the biggest among them
being poverty, education and skills.
(The writer is a thought leader.)

Bridging the funding gap
The funding gap for countries
in South Asia for SDGs, is even
higher, as much as 10% of the GDP
according to Dr. Alisjahbana. She
further emphasised: “While mobilising private financing is essential to unlock enough resources for
the achievement of the SDGs, the
achievement of many of the Goals
will still need additional public
funding which requires modernising tax systems and improving the

The Sri Lankan delegation was led by Higher Education Minister Bandula Gunawardana. Former CB Governor Nivard Cabral and Sri Lankan Ambassador to
Bangledesh General Crysantha Silva and Chairman ICCSL Dinesh Weerakkody are also in the picture

Pledging for a plastic-free dining culture

FROM the coral reefs to the
denizens of the deep, life below
water is in constant jeopardy
due to the 8 million metric tons
of plastics than enter the ocean
annually, on top of the 150 million metric tons of plastics that
are currently circulating. If the
contemporary trends persist,
ocean plastics will outweigh
fish by 2050.
Owing to the health implications of micro plastic contaminants in seafood, humans
are no longer immune to this
threat. Regardless of the evident urgency for action, the
Pearl of the Indian Ocean is yet
to address the crisis at the grassroots.
As single-use plastic bans mation is that unlike other dire
gain momentum around the environmental concerns, plasworld, Sri Lanka struggles to tic pollution transcends beyond
walk-the-talk by succumbing to green circles to the public eye.
pressure from
In essence,
manufacturers
the mismanand retailers.
aged mounds
A c c o r d i n g l y, Single-use items in
of waste affect
the
three
the immediate
e n d e a v o u r s the form of bags,
environment of
that comprised ‘lunch sheets’, water
all citizens. The
the ban on
polluted canals,
polythene, pol- bottles, sachets and
beaches, landystyrene-based food-packaging are
fills and public
packaging and the most prevalent
places that hincutlery continder recreation,
ue to lack effica- types of plastics
tourism and
cious enforce- that sit on the once
the standard
ment.
of living are
pristine beaches of
matters where
Oceanignorance is no
Paradise Isle
minded
longer bliss.
On account
consumers
of the social
on the rise
media age and increased digital
On a positive note, there now connectivity, movements such
as the Trash Tag Challenge
exists a growing community of
eco-conscious consumers. A key and Fridays for Future have
reason underlying this transfor- been catalysts in cultivating a

greener generation. Further,
new media has played a pivotal
role in emotionally engaging
the audience on the horrific
impacts that ocean plastics
have on marine life. Devastating
imagery of Albatrosses feeding
on plastic bits from Sir David
Attenborough’s Blue Planet II
series, inspired masses to cut
down on single-use plastics.
Consequently, with this
ocean-minded change in
demand, it has become a necessity as opposed to a choice for
businesses to make oceanfriendly options available to customers.

A call for restaurants
to swap from singleuse to reusable
Single-use items in the form
of bags, ‘lunch sheets’, water
bottles, sachets and food-packaging are the most prevalent
types of plastics that sit on
the once pristine beaches of

Paradise Isle. Among others, the
accountability of restaurants
and food vendors to such pollution is irrefutable.
Nevertheless, owing to the
greater expense of acquiring
reusable alternatives, restaurants who are willing to make
changes find it difficult to strike
a balance between the marine
environment and financial
gains.
For instance, a paper bag
may approximately amount to
three times the price of a plastic
bag. Hence, a mechanism that
narrows this intention-action
gap is fundamental to ensure a
smooth transition to eco-friendly alternatives. With this notion
in mind, the Pearl Protectors,
a volunteer-based team that
strives to protect the Sri Lankan
marine environment recently
launched the ‘Pearl Protector
Approved’ (PPA) Accredited
Standardisation Certificate.
The certificate recognises restaurants and food vendors that

cut down on single-use plastics,
to drive up their customer base.
Corresponding to the depth
layers of the ocean, the PPA
consists of the Euphotic Level,
Disphotic Level and the Aphotic
Level. A restaurant or food vendor may apply to be approved
under one of the three pledges
that they can adhere to. The certificate’s logo displays the image
of a sea turtle to emphasise the
need for its conservation as a
species that is on the brink of
extinction.

‘The Pearl Protector
Approved’ Certificate
Euphotic Level
1. No plastic straws are being
used by staff or provided to customers
2. No plastic bags are being
used by staff or provided to customers
3. No plastic bottles are being
used by staff or provided to customers

4. No plastic lunch wrappings
are being used by staff or provided to customers
Disphotic Level (Inclusive
of the Euphotic Level commitments)
1. No plastic cutlery is being
used by staff or provided to customers
2. No plastic cups are being by
staff or provided to customers
3. No plastic packaging of any
item is offered to the customers
Aphotic Level (Inclusive of
the Disphotic Level commitments)
1. Promotes and actively
engages in recycling and reducing ‘Single-use Plastic’
2. Provides filtered water
facility
3. Prioritises in segregating
waste

Protecting the pearl
through volunteerism

the Pearl also partake in coastal
cleanups, trash tag challenges
and eco-bricks workshops.
A campaign that certainly
stands out is the building of a
Christmas tree out of discarded plastic bottles accumulated
from beaches. Commendably,
this unusual tree constructed
out of everyday items prompts
a conversation about the plastic menace, particularly among
children. The volunteer team
is also working on conducting
awareness sessions in schools
to inspire the next generation of
ocean heroes.
Since the sustainability of
the ‘Pearl Protector Approved’
project depends on regular
observation and awareness, volunteerism is a quintessential
element behind its success. The
volunteer group takes up the
task of carrying out inspections
to ensure that the restaurants
are in accordance. ‘Ranbath
Organics’ is the first restaurant
under the certificate to accustom their operations.
Moving forward with positive reach, The Pearl Protectors
plan to establish a platform that
allows restaurants from outskirts of Colombo to apply and
customers to write reviews that
are vital in monitoring certified
vendors.
Hopefully, pledging to harness the non-biodegradable
waste that is being generated by
the current dining culture will
result in creating a ripple effect
of inspiration to advocate for
clean seas.

Page(The|writer
9 is an LLB undergradu-

As a testament to the recent
ranking of Sri Lanka as the
number one country in the
world by participation in volunteer time (The World Giving
Index 2019), the Protectors of

ate at the University of London
(International Programmes) and
can be contacted via ghmaleesha@gmail.com.)

The International
Chamber of Commerce Sri Lanka
(ICCSL) Members’ Night 2019 was held
at The Bayleaf Colombo 7 recently

ICCSL Members’ Night 2019

– Pix by Upul Abayasekara
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Special Report

Popular Fireside Chat series hosted

by ICC-SL, Daily FT and CIMA brings
leading candidates on one stage

Candidates speak of problems that ail country’s
economy and their policies to put things on track

Discuss their vision for private sector’s
role in a future administration

Main candidates agree on need to simply tax
structure and give tax relief to private sector
BY CHANDANI KIRINDE

technology. We have a national policy to overcome the debt crisis in five
T H E t h i r d i n t h e p o p u l a r years.
“Bridging the impor t-expor t
Fireside Chat series hosted by
gap cannot be done by superficial
the Inter national Chamber of
Commerce Sri Lanka (ICC Sri means such as opening Volkswagen
Lanka) together with Daily FT plants here. Those were unrealistic.
brought together six of the leading One area we will concentrate on is
presidential candidates, where their the software market. Part of the
vision for the role of the private sec- software network at the Pentagon
tor in a future administration was was manufactured by a Sri Lankan
company. It is the same with the
discussed.
The consensus among all candi- London Stock Exchange and a part
dates was the need for a more sim- of the Government network in the
plified tax structure for the country United Arab Emirates (UAE) where
as well as a more active role by the a Lankan company set up the netgovernment to enable the private work. But the software network in
sector to contribute meaningfully the Inland Revenue Department
to development so there could be h e re w a s m a nu f a c t u re d by a
equitable distribution of wealth and Singaporean company. A large porthose at grass-root level could enjoy tion of the world market in this area
can be obtained by us and a plan in
the fruits of development.
The presidential candidates who this connection is also in our poliparticipated in the Fireside Chat cies. Within five years we hope to
were Sajith Premadasa, Anura obtain a Rs. 15 billion share in the
Kumara Dissanayake, Dr. Rohan world software market.
“We also need to change the direcPallewatte, and Dr. Ajantha Perera
tion of the tourist
along with Dr. Gamini Nanda
industry in this
Gunawardena who represented
c o u n t r y. We
Mahesh Senanayake.
are a highThe discussion held
ly-diverse
under the title ‘What
country and
Lies Ahead: With the
we need to
Leading Presidential Our
send the mesCandidates’ was
policy
sage out so
held at Galle Face
that people can
Hotel last Thursday. focus is
make their money
P r e s i d e n t i a l c a n - on five areas
a ny wh e re i n t h e
didate Gotabaya
w o rl d b u t c o m e
R a j a p a k s a s e n t a that need urgent
to this country if
vo i c e m e s s a g e t o attention. These are
they want clean
b e p l ay e d a t t h e
debt, the widening
water, fresh air to
event. The session
breathe and a life
was moderated by import export gap,
of tranquillity. We
Dinesh Weerakkody drop in revenue, colalso have a plan to
a n d
D e e p a l
lapse of local produc- increase local proSooriyaarachchi.
duction. We don’t
M o d e r a t o r tion sector and the
believe that everySooriyaarachchi
thing the country
chose an apt phrase inequitable distribuc a n b e m a nu f a c he had spotted on the tion of wealth. If we
tured here but we
back of a three-wheel- don’t overcome these
have to exploit our
er to kick of f the
resources so we can
event: “Have a mil- five issues by bringincrease local prolion dreams, but not a ing drastic changes,
duction.
rupee in the pocket,”
“To address the
w h i c h i l l u s t r a t e s the economy of the
country will collapse. issue of the shortthe general mood of
fall in income genthe people and ques- Taking loans is not a
erat ion, first we
tioned the National
must minimise
People’s Power (NPP) crime. We need it for
waste and corcandidate JVP Leader capital expenditure
ruption and make
Anura
Kumara
and
for
development
avenues for addiDissanayake on the
tion income. There
polices of the NPP of technology. We
are 270,000 tax files
that can help lift the have a national policy
and they have been
sense of despondency
wrung dry to such
among the people and to overcome the debt
an extent that trying
turn the country in a crisis in five years
to further do this
prosperous state.
– Anura Kumara
is meaningless. I
Anura Kumara
Dissanayake
remember when Mr.
Harry Jayawardena
Dissanayake
was selected as
outlines NPP
the Businessman
policy focus
of the Year by the Business Today
“Our policy focus is on five areas Magazine. He made a statement
that need urgent attention. These saying that he is the owner of sevare debt, the widening import eral companies, they make profits
export gap, drop in revenue, col- and then he pointed at the Finance
lapse of local production sector Minister and told him, ‘But you are
the owner of them.’
and the inequitable distribution of
“When companies have to pay
wealth.
If we don’t overcome these five a large portion of their profits as
issues by bringing drastic changes, taxes, the economy stagnates. We
the economy of the country will col- have to develop the medium and
lapse. Why do have a debt crisis? It small enterprises and make them
is because the loans taken were not the engine of the growth. We need
invented in a manner to generate an to go in the direction in which the
income. Some projects undertaken world markets are developing. We
using loans were unproductive and need to create a SME euphoria in
have added to the debt. Taking loans this country. If we can’t open at
is not a crime. We need it for capital least another 100,000 new tax files
in the next five years, the economy
expenditure and for development of

www.ft.lk

Fireside Chat gets cand
economic policies and r

From left: Moderator ICCSL Chairman Dinesh Weerakkody, Dr. Rohan Pallewatte, Sajith Premadasa, Anura Kumara Dissanayake, Dr. Gamini Nanda Gunawardana, Dr. Ajantha Perer
can’t move forward. “The most seri- reading rolls around. Such a conous issue is the inequitable distribu- sistent fiscal policy will allow you to
tion of wealth. Poverty is not just plan, project and direct your investthe lack of money. It means your ments better. Instead of an ad hoc
children don’t have access to a good private sector, a planned private seceducation, quality of life is poor, the tor will be created for the people’s
poor get shunned by society. Giving benefit.”
handouts cannot solve the problem
of poverty. How do we lift the farm- Sajith Premadasa focuses on
ers, fishermen, small tea holder out
corruption and
of poverty? We need to bring about
economic
new growth in the
policies
spheres using technology. Our policy
National
is not to sell poverty
D e m o c r at i c
but to lift people out
F r o n t
We
have
of that predicament.
(NDF) can“I believe the way most of
didate Sajith
f o r w a r d f o r t h i s the basics in
Premadasa spoke
country is in the
on the issue of corcoexistence of State place for rapid ecoruption as well as the
a n d p r iv a t e s e c - nomic growth. What
economic policies
tors, instead of our
that he had proposed
is
needed
is
innovadepending entirely
to encourage growth
on one over the other. tive thinking and outand put the country
We will identify cru- of-the-box policyon a stable footing
cial industries and
within the next five
will set targets for making to fast-track
years.
them for the year the development
“Corruption has a
2030. We invite the
detrimental impact
efforts
of
the
country.
p r ivat e s e c t o r t o
on the nation’s
meet those targets To do so we have to
economy, draining
and contribute to our persistently and conit of scarce valudevelopment trajecable resources, and
tory. What has hap- tinuously encourage
I believe legal enactpened to the private free enterprise and
ments have to be put
sector today is that
in place to minimises
avoid
unnecessary
they have no clear
if not eliminate coridea which way the obstacles and hinr u p t i o n . We h ave
economy is headed drances to the wealth
inde pendent comand so have to worry
missions in place,
about whether or not creating mechanism
but these have to be
to invest their money in the country. Free
further strengthat all. In place of
ened. We also need
enterprise
and
flourthis uncertainty, we
to bring in strong
will present to you ishing of businesses,
campaign financa robust, long-term big, medium and
ing laws as there is a
economic plan.
symbiotic relation“I would like to say small, would produce
ship between various
to all business own- the most prodigious
donors – individuals
ers, you shouldn’t
and institutions –
environment
for
the
have to go behind a
and politicians and
politician to secure country to obtain ecothe electoral system
investment or busi- nomic growth
and the structure in
ness opportuniitself encourages
–
Sajith
Premadasa
ties. We will usher
large-scale spending
in an environment
on campaigns. This
where your ability
has led to inbuilt systo do business won’t
tem corruption and
de pend on politimalpractices.
cal connections. We will put an end
“We have most of the basics in
to that culture. We will guarantee place for rapid economic growth.
equal opportunity for all businesses. What is needed is innovative think“Your taxes change every year. At ing and out-of-the-box policymakleast for five years, a government ing to fast-track the development
should follow a consistent fiscal efforts of the country. To do so we
policy. We assure you that this will have to persistently and continube the case, to make doing business ously encourage free enterprise
less complicated. You shouldn’t and avoid unnecessary obstacles
cower in fear whenever a budget and hindrances to the wealth cre-

ating mechanism in the country. the famous dictum that higher taxes
Free enterprise and flourishing of
lead to retardation of entrepreneurbusinesses, big, medium and small, ship, which in turn leads to lesser
would produce the most prodigious economic growth. Hence it is vital
environment for the country to to reduce the tax burden on wealth
obtain economic growth.
generating businesses, medium, big
“While achieving high rates of
and small, and free them up to be
growth is commendable and laud- i n n o vative and smart.
able, it’s very important that the
“The monetary
benefits and fruits of the growth
policy has to
are distributed
be balanced
equally in a just and
and there has
free manner. What
to be proper
I wo u l d p ro m o t e
management
and encourage is I declared
of the interinclusive g rowth. my candiest rates. As
For decades we have
i n t e re s t r at e s
seen a lot exclusive dacy three
go high, there is a
growth which has years ago. And I
disincentive to invest
led to income and
and to be innovative
have been travelling
wealth disparities
and to start up new
within Sri Lanka’s the world and when I
business. There must
be concerted efforts
societies. So exclu- calculate the pledges
to give adequate intersive growth has to
est rate relief so that
be negated and put it comes to a few bilaccess to credit benaside and inclusive lions. Of course, we
efits entrepreneurs,
growth has to be prohave to fast-track
both the traditional
moted and encourthese investments.
ones and the emergaged.
ing ones, and they are
“When we talk of
You have to undergiven the opportueconomic developnity to obtain credit
ment, knowledge- stand the psyche of
so that they become
based development the investor, what
active participants
should be given a
triggers their mind
and stake holder
chance to flourish.
in wealth creating
We have to encour- before they make
mechanism. I am very
age the development an investment decimindful of the thinkof programs in the
ing and beliefs in the
educational and ter- sion. So, an entrebusiness community
tiary educational preneurial leader
and I will always proarena that encourwho has a political
mote favourable tax
ages the youth in
policies and interest
par ticular in our will can certainty can
rate policies in order
society to obtain convince the world to
to encourage thrift,
requisite skills and
in order to encourage
k n o w l e d g e . F o r come and invest here.
entrepreneurship and
example, the digital That is what I would
to have the business
technological revodo if and when I am
sector motived and
lution that is taking
ready to propel the
place in emerging elected president
economic growth of
economies – why – Dr. Rohan
our country.”
have we missed this
opportunity? It’s pri- Pallewatta
Dr. Rohan
marily because poliPallewatta
cymakers have not
given adequate prioutlines
ority to the digital revolution taking vision for Sri Lanka
place in international arena.
“We are trying to empower the
D r. Ro h a n Pa l l ew at t a wh o
private sector with adequate fiscal is contesting from the Jathika
and monetary support. The balance Sangwardhena Peramuna said that
of the fiscal and monetary policies the uniqueness of Sri Lankans
is of the essence if one is to stabilise made him optimistic that the
the economy and encourage growth. country had the necessary human
Where fiscal policies are concerned, resource to move ahead in the world
it is to provide businesses and pri- and what was needed was the right
vate entrepreneurs with a condu- leadership to harness the talents of
cive environment with tax breaks, the people.
reduced tax burden and simplified
“I manufacture the impact sensor
tax structures. We have all accepted for automobile airbags and all the
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sensor
all the

big brand names in the world are Lanka the critical component like
using it. The uniqueness of what I the airbag sensor, what cannot they
entrust to Sri Lanka? If I am
do is its quality requirement which
asked how we can come
is called one PPM quality. That
out of this economic
is one part per million is the
deadlock or economic
defect rate
morass as it is now, I
and that is the
would suggest that
highest level
we need at least $ 10
of quality
billion in Foreign
in the whole There
D i r e c t I nve s t m e n t
world. There are few
(FDI) within a short
is no qualperiod like 12 months, not
i t y b e y o n d underlyjust to put it to the stock
that. So when ing issues that
market and take it back.
I e m b a rke d
have be addressed
People might wonder if this
on this I was
is possible. We are not sendtold by many when you become
ing the right investment
that it would president. One place
signals to the world but
be impossible
with the right leadership it
to do this in where we have gone
is possible.
Sri Lanka but wrong in Sri Lanka is
“I declared my candilooking at all
in terms of developdacy three years ago. And
the great monI have been travelling the
uments built ment is, when you
world and when I calcuby our ances- become the presilate the pledges it comes to
tors more than
a few billions. Of course,
2,000 years ago dent, you don’t give
we have to fast-track these
and the preci- up your political
investments. You have to
sion work they
party. Second thing
understand the psyche of
had undertakthe investor, what triggers
en I was con- is, how do we really
their mind before they
vinced to the bring about policies?
make an investment decicontrary.
sion. So, an entrepreneurial
“ I t h o u g h t Whenever a new
leader who has a political
this DNA must minister is appointed,
will can certainty can conbe somewhere
there is change in
vince the world to come and
in our people,
invest here. That is what I
this gene must policy. If we are going
would do if and when I am
be somewhere towards sustainelected president.”
in our people.
I thought by able development,
Dr. Ajantha Perera
providing the we have to ensure
on policies and
right leaderthat
the
policies
ship I can
way forward
rekindle this are related to those
DNA and here who actually work
D r. A j a n t h a Pe r e r a
I am. I have
who is connecting from
b e e n r i g h t . in the sectors and
the Socialist Party of Sri
T h i s i s t h e they should not be
Lanka spoke on the basis of
kind of conwhat the country had to get
changed. No matter
fidence I am
right before it moved on to
bringing after which government
addressing bigger issues.
crossing over comes to power, they
“There are few underto politics.
lying issues that have
T h i s i s t h e should remain the
be addressed when you
kind of con- same. We also have to
become president. One
fidence I am
where we have gone
work very hard on the place
trying to inculwrong in Sri Lanka is in
cate in minds ethnic issues –
terms of development is,
of the people Dr. Ajantha Perera
when you become the presiof this coundent, you don’t give up your
try, that we Sri
political party. One of the
Lankans can
reasons that development
do it.
has got so slowed down is
“As you know the airbag senor because when a person becomes
is something that can distinguish the president, they work so hard to
between life and death. If the sensor enhance their political party than
does not work, you could be in the the development of the country.
land of living or not. So, if the world
“Second thing is, how do we really
can entrust to a country like Sri bring about policies? Normally, be

and they should not be changed. No
it the fisheries policy or the housmatter which government comes to
ing policy or the agricultural policy
power, they should remain
of the country, the policies are prothe same.
duced by consultants and not by
“We also have to
those who are involved in the secwork very hard on
tor. One of the
the ethnic issues.
reason developWe have a probment has got
The
lem between the
slowed down
north, east and the
again is because significant
south. Without laythe fisheries pol- difference
ing down firm founicy is developed
dations, without listenb y s o m e o n e now in the
ing to the voice of the
who is anyone NPM has selected
people, we cannot bring
else other than
about development. I have
fisher man and a candidate who can
been traveling to Jaffna
the voice of the bring a change to the
and the eastern sectors
fishermen is not current corrupt climate.
and people are not happy.
included in the
policy. Rather Forty-two per cent of
The people in the north
it comes from the population in this
want to develop their secoutside or from
tor according to their
s o m e o n e w h o country make up the
dreams and wishes. We
is an academic agricultural community
have to make sure that
with fisheries as and their daily income
development happens in
a subject area.
a way with people’s par“The same is is less than two dollars.
ticipation, where their
the case with One the other hand we
needs and their voices are
f ar ming. Why
heard.
are our f ar m- talk of increasing GDP
“Let us look at the garers struggling to Rs. 10,000 but we
ment sector where women
today? It is
are working for eight
have totally forgotten
because our
hours and they work all
policies are not about the marginalised,
right hours standing
b a s e d o n t h e underprivileged larger
and the monthly pay is
needs of the
between Rs. 15,000 and
f a r m i n g c o m - section of the society.
Rs. 21,000.They have huge
munity. Farmers Secondly, who brings
grievances, so how can
do not know
we develop when the peoin the dollars to this
how the a g riple working in the indusculture sector country? We call them
tries are not happy themis run and they the three ladies, namely
selves? It’s the same with
do not ag ree
the tea plantations. We
w i t h t h e w ay those who work in the
glamorise the sector, but
it is run. Their Middle East, those who
do we realise that those
grievances are
who pluck the tea and
work in the garment
huge and we
bring a great name for
have to ensure sector, and those who
Ceylon tea have been livthat the voice of
ing there for 40 years and
work in the plantation
the far mers is
do not even have a toilet?
included in the sector. Has anyone
This is the situation in Sri
policy. It’s the in past governments
Lanka and then we talk
same way with
about development. This
made a concerted
the labourers in
next president has a huge
the industrial effort to ensure that
task of ensuring that the
sector.
voices of the people are
their income levels are
“A n o t h e r
heard.
thing that hap- increased? The answer is
“Our development prop e n s o f t e n i s no – Dr. Gamini Nanda
jects are also haphazard.
that whenever a
Just because someone
Gunawardena
new minister is
comes into the country
appointed, there
for a development project,
is change in polwe accept it and forget the
icy. So we have a
environmental re gulacountry called Sri Lanka where poltions. EIA are only done when the
icies are being constantly changed.
people in the area where the proIf we are going towards sustainjects are being done start screamable development, we have to ensure
ing. There is also no monitoring
that the policies are related to those
of development projects once they
who actually work in the sectors
start.”

National People’s
Movement’s vision

Gotabaya Rajapaksa
says Sri Lanka needs
different leadership

Dr. Gamini Nanda Gunawardena
, General Secretary of the National
G o t a b a y a
People’s Movement (NPM) who
Rajapaksa, the Sri
attended the
Lanka Podujana
event reprePeramuna (SLPP)
senting
the
candidate who
NPMS candiaddressed the
d a t e M a h e s h The
event via a recordSenanayake said nation
ed message, said
that both the
that the country no
m a i n p o l i t i c a l is at a pivlonger needed a traparties had let the otal movement
ditional politician as
people down and
leader but a technoand this election
what was needed
crat. Calling himself an
was for more peo- determines our fate.
implementer, Rajapaksa
ple participation The economy in dire
pleaded to take the counin decision maktry to a new level of
ing in the country. straits with key indidevelopment.
“ T h i s m o v e - cators crashing to an
“The nation is at a
ment started four
pivotal movement and
all-time
low.
Having
years ago. A numthis election determines
ber of educated been held to ransom
our fate. The economy
p e o p l e, p ro f e s - by 30 years of terrorin dire straits with key
sionals and those
indicators crashing to
who love those ism, what is alarming
an all-time low. Having
country felt that is that once again we
been held to ransom by
the two main
30 years of terrorism,
have
had
to
face
the
political parties
what is alarming is that
had failed to gov- threat of terrorism.
once again we have had
ern this country National security
to face the threat of terand failed to fulfil
rorism. National secuthe aspirations has been seriously
rity has been seriously
of the people. As compromised and I
compromised and I am
people who have
of the firm belief that
am
of
the
firm
belief
benefited fro m
the restoration of safety
the free education that the restoration
and security will transsystem in this of safety and security
late into the stability of
country, we are
the economy.
a c c o u n t abl e t o will translate into the
“During the last
ensure that this stability of the econf o u r ye a r s t h r o u g h
is changed. That’s
Viyathmaga I have spent
omy.
Sri
Lanka
now
how the NPM was
many hours building a
needs a leadership
born.
constructive dialogue
“We started as that is different to traw i t h t o p c o r p o r at e s
a pressure group
and professionals of
ditional politicians.
and wanted to
this country. These onework with any What they expect is a
on-one interactions
government and technocrat who can
have enabled me and
g ive t h e m t h e
my team to develop a
think innovatively
right direction
policy framework that
and guidance to and work closely with
directly addresses the
put the country multiple stakeholdreal development needs
on right direction ers to ensure our
and the drawbacks faced
but then we realby those facilitating
ised that when nation does not get
growth. “The strongyou don’t have left behind
est message arising in
people’s power – Gotabaya
these interactions is that
behind you, the
Sri Lanka now needs a
g o v e r n m e n t s Rajapaksa
leadership that is differgo ahead and do
ent to traditional politias they want.
cians. What they expect
One such is the
is a technocrat who
Singapore Free Trade Agreement can think innovatively and work
about which we as a group had con- closely with multiple stakeholders
cerns.
to ensure our nation does not get
“The significant difference now left behind. Ambitious plans and
in the NPM has selected a candi- visions most often fail where there
date who can bring a change to the has been little attention paid to
current corrupt climate. Forty-two how these can be translated into
per cent of the population in this action and followed through to
country make up the agricultural implementation. I have delivered
community and their daily income all the responsibilities vested with
is less than two dollars. One the me in the past. My approach has
other hand we talk of increasing been to identify the right people,
GDP to Rs. 10,000 but we have totally fix the flaws and create systems
forgotten about the marginalised, that work for the country. That is
underprivileged larger section of
how I have earned by reputation as
the society. “Secondly, who brings in an implementer. “My vision is to
the dollars to this country? We call empower the private sector to take
them the three ladies, namely those charge of economic growth and to
who work in the Middle East, those create an enabling environment.
who work in the garment sector, Already the fiscal reforms I have
and those who work in the planta- proposed have received a resoundtion sector. Has anyone in past gov- ing approval from many quarters.
ernments made a concerted effort FDIs will be encouraged while
to ensure that their income levels safe guarding our sovereignty,
are increased? The answer is no. especially the competitiveness of
We talk of a middle-income trap. To the local entrepreneurs. We must
overcome this, we suggest a four- attract the right kind of entreprepronged attack. We have to facilitate neurs who can transfer technoloexport led industrial growth based gies and knowledge to increase
on our intellectual capital and min- Sri Lanka’s productivity. I am
eral and other resources we have.
of the view that the government
“We must make State Owned must be the enabler for society to
Enterprises efficient and some must prosper and meet its aspirations.
be scrapped. We think government Government and the private sector
must not run businesses and gov- must work hand in hand to transernment must facilitate and encour- form lives.”
age businesses instead. How do we
All proceeds collected at the
attract FDIs and how we can relook Fireside Chat 2019 will be donated to
at the tax structure and simplify the Apeksha Hospital.
it because we don’t think the VAT
based structure conducive to the
Pix by Ruwan Walpola and
middle-income workers?
Chamila Karunarathne
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